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Abstract Measuring the quality of a clustering algorithm
has shown to be as important as the algorithm itself. It is a
crucial part of choosing the clustering algorithm that performs best for an input data. Streaming input data have
many features that make them much more challenging than
static ones. They are endless, varying and emerging with
high speeds. This raised new challenges for the clustering
algorithms as well as for their evaluation measures. Up till
now, external evaluation measures were exclusively used for
validating stream clustering algorithms. While external validation requires a ground truth which is not provided in most
applications, particularly in the streaming case, internal clustering validation is efficient and realistic. In this article, we
analyze the properties and performances of eleven internal
clustering measures. In particular, we apply these measures
to carefully synthesized stream scenarios to reveal how they
react to clusterings on evolving data streams using both
k-means-based and density-based clustering algorithms. A
series of experimental results show that different from the
case with static data, the Calinski-Harabasz index performs
the best in coping with common aspects and errors of stream
clustering for k-means-based algorithms, while the revised
validity index performs the best for density-based ones.
Keywords Stream clustering · Internal evaluation
measures · Clustering · Validation · MOA
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1 Introduction
Clustering of data objects is a well-established data mining
task that aims at grouping these objects. The grouping is
made such that similar objects are aggregated together in the
same group (or cluster) while dissimilar ones are grouped
in different clusters. In this context, the definition of similarity, and thus the final clustering is highly dependent on
the applied distance function between the data objects. Different to classification, clustering does not use a subset of
the data objects with known class labels to learn a classification model. As a completely unsupervised task, clustering
calculates the similarity between objects without having any
information about their correct distribution (also known as
the ground truth). The latter fact motivated the research in
the field of clustering validation notably more than the field
of classification evaluation. It has been even stated that clustering validation is regarded as important as the clustering
itself [32].
There are two types of clustering validation [31]. The
external validation, which compares the clustering result to
a reference result which is considered as the ground truth.
If the result is somehow similar to the reference, we regard
this final output as a “good” clustering. This validation is
straightforward when the similarity between two clusterings
has been well-defined, however, it has fundamental caveat
that the reference result is not provided in most real applications. Therefore, external evaluation is largely used for
synthetic data and mostly for tuning clustering algorithms.
Internal validation is the other type clustering evaluation,
where the evaluation of the clustering is compared only with
the result itself, i.e., the structure of found clusters and their
relations to each other. This is much more realistic and efficient in many real-world scenarios as it does not refer to any
assumed references from outside which is not always fea-
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sible to obtain. Particularly, with the huge increase of the
data size and dimensionality as in recent applications with
streaming data outputs, one can hardly claim that a complete
knowledge of the ground truth is available or always valid.
Obviously, clustering evaluation is a stand-alone process
that is not included within clustering task. It is usually
performed after the final clustering output is generated. However, internal evaluation methods have been used in the
validation phase within some clustering algorithms like kmeans [29], k-medoids [26], EM [8] and k-center [19].
Stream clustering deals with evolving input objects where
the distribution, the density and the labels of objects are
continuously changing [16]. Whether it is high-dimensional
stream clustering [14,24], hierarchical stream clustering
[15,23] or sensor data clustering [19–21], evaluating the
clustering output using external evaluation measures (like
SubCMM [17,18]) requires a ground truth that is very difficult to obtain in the above-mentioned scenarios.
For the previous reasons, we focus in this article on the
internal clustering validation and study its usability for drifting streaming data. To fairly discuss the ability of internal
measures to validate the quality of different types of stream
clustering algorithms. We expand the study to cover both
a k-means-based stream clustering algorithm [1] as well as
a density-based stream clustering one [6]. This is mainly
motivated by the fact that those algorithms are good representatives of the two main different categories of stream
clustering algorithms.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Sect.
2 examines some popular criteria of deciding whether found
clusters are valid, and the general procedure we used in
this article to evaluate stream clustering. In Sect. 3, we list
eleven different mostly used internal evaluation measures
and shortly show how they are actually exploited in clustering evaluation. In Sect. 4, we introduce a set of thorough
experiments on different kinds of data streams with different
errors to show the behaviors of these internal measures in
practice with a k-means-based stream clustering algorithm.
In addition, we investigate more concretely how the internal
measures react to stream-specific properties of data. To do
this, several common error scenarios in stream clusterings
are simulated and also evaluated with internal clustering validation. In Sect. 5, the internal evaluation measures are again
used to validate a density-based stream clustering. This is
done by first extracting a “ground truth” of the clustering
quality using external evaluation measures and then checking which of the internal measures has the highest correlation
with that ground truth. Finally, in Sect. 6, we summarize the
contents of this article.
This article further discusses the initial technical results
introduced in [22] and extends them by elaborating the algorithmic description in Sect. 2, enriching the results in Sect. 4
and introducing Sect. 5 completely.
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2 Internal clustering validation
In this section, we describe our concept of internal clustering validation and how they are realized for existing internal
validation measures. Additionally, we will show an abstract
procedure to make use of these measures in streaming environments in practice.
2.1 Validation criteria
Contrary to external validation, internal clustering validation
is based only on the intrinsic information of the data. Since
we can only refer to the input dataset itself, internal validation
needs assumptions about a “good” structure of found clusters which are normally given by reference result in external
validation. Two main concepts, the compactness and the separation, are the most popular ones. Most other concepts are
actually just combinations of variations of these two [34].
The Compactness measures how closely data points are
grouped in a cluster. Grouped points in the cluster are supposed to be related to each other, by sharing a common feature
which reflects a meaningful pattern in practice. Compactness
is normally based on distances between in-cluster points. The
very popular way of calculating the compactness is through
variance, i.e., average distance to the mean, to estimate how
objects are bonded together with its mean as its center. A
small variance indicates a high compactness (cf. Fig. 1).
Quantitatively, one way of calculating the compactness using
the average distance is explained in Eq. 1.
The Separation measures how different the found clusters
are from each other. Users of clustering algorithms are not
interested in similar or vague patterns when clusters are not
well-separated (cf. Fig. 2). A distinct cluster that is far from
the others corresponds to a unique pattern. Similar to the
compactness, the distances between objects are widely used
to measure separation, e.g., pairwise distances between cluster centers, or pairwise minimum distances between objects
in different clusters. Separation is an inter-cluster criterion
in the sense of relation between clusters. An example of how
to quantitatively calculate the separation using the average
distance is explained in Eq. 2.

Fig. 1 Clusters on the left have better compactness than the ones on
the right
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3 Considered existing internal evaluation measures

Fig. 2 Clusters on the left have better separation than the ones on the
right

2.2 General procedure
Using a carefully generated synthetic data set, where we
know the underlying partitioning and the distribution of the
data, we apply the internal validation measures using different parameters of the clustering algorithms. The target is now
to observe which of the evaluation measures is reaching its
best value when setting the parameters of the selected clustering algorithm to best reflect the distribution of the data set.
We collect the values of the internal measures for each batch,
and finally average the values of all batches. An abstract
procedure of this process is listed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm explains both cases of a k-means-based algorithm and
a DBSCAN-based algorithm.

In this section, we briefly review the most used eleven internal
clustering measures in recent works. One can easily figure out
of each measure which design criteria is chosen and how they
are realized in mathematical form. We will first introduce
important notations used in the formula of these measures:
D is the input dataset, n is the number of points in D, g is the
center of whole dataset D, P is the number of dimensions of
D, N C is the number of clusters, Ci is the i-th cluster, n i is
the number of data points in Ci , ci is the center of cluster Ci ,
σ (Ci ) is the variance vector of Ci , and d(x, y) is the distance
between points x and y. For the convenience, we will put an
abbreviation for each measure and use it through the rest of
this article.
First, some measures are designed to evaluate either only
one of compactness or separation. The simplest one is the
Root-mean-square standard deviation (RMSSTD):
 
R M SST D =

Run the selected clustering algorithm with the parameter
setting ps;
foreach batch in the stream do
Compute the corresponding internal validation index of
the clustering output;
end
Average the clustering quality of the validation index over all
batches from the stream;
end
if the current algorithm is k-means based then
Check which index is reaching its best values with the correct
number of generated clusters k in the data set;
end
else
Check which parameter setting psi ∈ T causes best values of
external evaluation measures over the current
DBSCAN-based algorithm;
Check which internal index has the highest correlation with
the external measures w.r.t. psi ;
end

x∈Ci

P



x − ci 2

i (n i

1/2
(1)

− 1)

This measure is the square root of the pooled sample
variance of all the attributes, which measures only the compactness of found clusters [10]. Another measure which
considers only the separation between clusters is the Rsquared (RS) [10]:


Algorithm 1: InternalValidationProcedure()
Prepare the current stream batch from the dataset
initialize the clustering algorithm (a k-means-based or a
DBSCAN-based one);
initialize a set T of all combinations of meaningful ranges for
each parameter;
foreach parameter setting ps ∈ T do

i

RS =

x∈D

x − g2 −

x∈D

 
i

x −

x∈Ci
g2

x − ci 2

(2)

RS is the complement of the ratio of sum of squared distances between objects in different clusters to the total sum of
squares. It is an intuitive and simple formulation of measuring
the differences between clusters. Another measure considering only separation is the Modified Hubert  statistic ()
[25]:
=

2
n(n − 1)



 

d(x, y) · d(ci , c j )

i, j∈{1···N C},i= j x∈Ci y∈C j

(3)
 calculates the average weighted pairwise distances
between data points belonging to different clusters by multiplying them by the distances between the centers of their
clusters.
The following measures are designed to reflect both
compactness and separation at the same time. Naturally, considering only one of the two criteria is not enough to evaluate
complex clusterings. We will introduce first the CalinskiHarabasz index (CH) [5]:
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 2
d (ci , g)/(N C − 1)
C H =  i
2
i
x∈Ci d (x, ci )/(n − N C)

(4)

CH measures the two criteria simultaneously with the help
of average between and within cluster sum of squares. The
numerator reflects the degree of separation in the way of how
much the cluster centers are spread, and the denominator corresponds to compactness, to reflect how close the in-cluster
objects are gathered around the cluster center. The following two measures also share this type of formulation, i.e.,
numerator-separation/denominator-compactness. First, the I
index (I) [30]:

I =

P

d(x,
g)
1
x∈D
 
max d(ci , c j )
N C i x∈Ci d(x, ci ) i, j

(5)

To measure separation, I adopts the maximum distance
between cluster centers. For compactness, the distance from
a data point to its cluster center is used like CH. Another
famous measure is the Dunn’s indices (D) [9]:


mini min j min x∈Ci ,y∈C j d(x, y)


D=
maxk max x,y∈Ck d(x, y)

(6)

D uses the minimum pairwise distance between points
in different clusters as the inter-cluster separation and the
maximum diameter among all clusters as the intra-cluster
compactness. As mentioned above, CH, I, and D follow the
form (Separation)/(Compactness), though they use different distances and different weights of the two factors. The
optimal cluster number can be achieved by maximizing these
three indices.
Another commonly used measure is Silhouette index (S) [33]:
⎛

S=

(7)

x∈Ci

where a(x) =

1
n i −1



y∈Ci ,y=x
1 
y∈C j
nj

d(x, y)

d(x, y) .
and b(x) = min j=i
S does not take ci or g into account and uses pairwise
distance between all the objects in a cluster for numerating
compactness (a(x)). Here, b(x) measures the separation with
the average distance of objects to alternative cluster, i.e., second closest cluster. Davies-Bouldin index (DB) [7] is an old
but still widely used internal validation measure:
1 
DB =
max
j=i
NC
i

1
ni


x∈Ci

d(x, ci ) +

1
nj


x∈C j

d(x, c j )

d(ci , c j )

(8)
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XB =

i

x∈Ci

d 2 (x, ci )

(9)

n · mini= j d 2 (ci , c j )

Apparently, the smaller the values of XB, the better
the clustering quality. Along with DB, XB has a form of
(Compactness)/(Separation) which is the opposite of CH,
I, and D. Therefore, it reaches the optimum clustering by
being minimized. It defines the inter-cluster separation as
the minimum square distance between cluster centers, and
the intra-cluster compactness as the mean square distance
between each data object and its cluster center.
In the following, we present more recent clustering validation measures. The SD validity index (SD) [12]:
S D = N Cmax · Scat (N C) + Dis(N C)

(10)

– NCmax is the maximum
number of possible clusters
1  σ (Ci )
– Scat (N C) = N C i σ (D)

−1
max d(c ,c )  
– Dis(N C) = mini,i, jj d(cii ,c jj ) i
j d(ci , c j )
SD is composed of two terms; Scat (N C) stands for the
scattering within clusters and Dis(N C) stands for the dispersion between clusters. Like DB and XB, SD measures the
compactness with variance of clustered objects and separation with distance between cluster centers, but uses them in
a different way. The smaller the value of SD, the better. A
revised version of SD is S_Dbw [11]:
S_Dbw = Scat (N C) + Dens_bw(N C)

⎞

1  ⎝ 1  b(x) − a(x) ⎠
NC
ni
max[b(x), a(x)]
i

DB uses intra-cluster variance and inter-cluster center distance to find the worst partner cluster, i.e., the closest most
scattered one for each cluster. Thus, minimizing DB gives
us the optimal number of clusters. The Xie-Beni index (XB)
[35] is defined as:

(11)


• Dens_bw(N C) = N C(N1C−1) i




x∈Ci ∪C j f (x,u i j )


×

j=i
max
x∈Ci f (x,ci ), x∈C j f (x,c j )

0 if d(x, y) > τ,
• f (x, y) =
1 otherwise.
where u i j is the middle point of ci and c j , τ is a threshold to
determine the neighbors approximated by 
the average stanN C
1
dard deviation of cluster centers: τ = N C
i=1 ||σ (ci )||,
and Scat (N C) is the same as that of SD. S_Dbw takes the
density into account to measure the separation between clusters. It assumes that for each pair of cluster centers, at least
one of their densities should be larger than the density of their
midpoint to be a “good” clustering. Both SD and S_Dbw indicate the optimal clustering when they are minimized.
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4 Internal validation of stream clusterings
In this section, we evaluate the result of stream clustering
algorithms with internal validation measures.
4.1 Robustness to conventional clustering aspects
The results on using internal evaluation measures for clustering static data with simple errors in [28] prove that the
performance of the internal measures is affected by various
aspects of input data, i.e., noise, density of clusters, skewness,
and subclusters. Each measure of the discussed 11 evaluation measures reacts differently to those aspects. We perform
more complex experiments than the ones in [28], this time on
stream clusterings to see how the internal measures behave in
real-time continuous data. We run the CluStream [1] clustering algorithm with different parameters, choose the optimal
number of clusters according to the evaluation results, and
compare it to the true number of clusters. According to [10],
RMSSTD, RS and  have the property of monotonicity and
their curves will have either an upwards or a downwards tendency towards the optimum when we monotonically increase
(or decrease) the number of clusters (or the parameter at
hand). The optimal value for each of these measures is at the
shift point of their curves which is also known as the “elbow”.
Streaming data has usually complex properties that are
happening at the same time. The experiments in [28], however, are limited to very simple toy datasets reflecting only
one clustering aspect at a time. To make it more realistic,
we use a data stream reflecting five conventional clustering
aspects at the same time.
4.1.1 Experimental settings
To simulate streaming scenarios, we use MOA (Massive
Online Analysis) [4] framework. We have chosen RandomRBFGenerator, which emits data instances continuously
from a set of circular clusters, as the input stream generator
(cf. Fig. 3). In this stream, we can specify the size, density,
and moving speed of the instance-generating clusters, from
which we can simulate the skewness, the different densities,
and the subcluster aspect. We set the parameters as follows:
number of generating clusters = 5, radius of clusters = 0.11,
their dimensionality = 10, varying range of cluster radius =
0.07, varying range of cluster density = 1, cluster speed =
0.01 per 200 points, noise level = 0.1, noise does not appear
inside clusters. The parameters which are not mentioned are
not directly related to this experiment and are set to the default
values of MOA.
For the clustering algorithm, we have chosen CluStream
[1] with k-means as its macro-clusterer. We vary the parameter k from 2 to 9, where the optimal number of clusters is 5.
We set the evaluation frequency to 1000 points and run our

Fig. 3 A screenshot of the Dimensions 1 and 2 of the synthetic data
stream used in the experiment. Colored points represent the incoming
instances, and the colors are faded out as the processing time passes.
Ground truth cluster boundaries are drawn in black circle. Gray circlesindicate the former state, expressing that the clusters are moving.
Black (faded out to gray) points represent noise points. (color figure
online)

stream generator till 30000 points, which gives 30 evaluation
results.
4.1.2 Results
Table 1 contains the mean value of 30 evaluation results
which we obtained in the whole streaming interval. It shows
that RMSSTD, RS, CH, I, and S_Dbw correctly reach their
optimal number of clusters, while the others do not. According to the results in [28], the optimal value of each of
RMSSTD, RS, and  is difficult to determine. For this reason,
we do not accept their results even if some of them show a
good performance.
In the static case in [28], CH and I were unable to find the
right optimal number of clusters. CH is shown to be vulnerable to noise, since the noise inclusion (in cases when k < 5)
makes the found clusters larger and less compact. However,
in the streaming case, most clustering algorithms follow the
online-offline-phases model. The online phase removes a lot
of noise when summarizing the data into microclusters, and
the offline phase (k-means in the case of CluStream [1]) deals
only with these “cleaned” summaries. Of course, there will be
always a chance to get a summary that is completely formed
of noise points, but those will have less impact over the final
clustering than the static case. Thus, since not all the noise
points are integrated into the clusters, the amount of cluster
expansion is a bit smaller than the static case.
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Table 1 Evaluation results of internal validation on the stream clusterings
k

RMSSTD

RS



CH

I

D

S

DB

2

0.0998

0.7992

0.3522

3196

0.4980

0.1921

0.6535

0.5528

0.1065

4.5086

0.2284

3

0.0763

0.8593

0.3724

3619

0.5564

0.2208

0.6003

0.5782

0.1561

6.1623

0.1601

XB

SD

S_Dbw

4

0.0621

0.9117

0.3834

3860

0.5840

0.0936

0.6143

0.5531

0.0932

6.7154

0.1251

5

0.0538

0.9330

0.3967

4157

0.6134

0.0669

0.5855

0.5656

0.1143

8.6382

0.1087

6

0.0528

0.9355

0.4007

3510

0.4945

0.0309

0.5200

0.6360

0.1845

11.1729

0.1319

7

0.0481

0.9464

0.4002

3435

0.4697

0.0042

0.4861

0.6610

0.2580

14.7443

0.1192

8

0.0463

0.9512

0.4007

3095

0.4001

0.0099

0.4617

0.6853

0.2977

16.8715

0.1338

9

0.0430

0.9580

0.4026

3154

0.3943

0.0000

0.4544

0.6913

0.3085

19.5362

0.1355

The best obtained values for each parameter (not necessarily the maximum or the minimum) are in bold. The best values for RMSSTD, RS and 
are selected as the first “elbow” in their monotonically increasing or decreasing curves (according to [10])

Therefore, the effect of noise to CH is less in the streaming
case than the static one.
In the static case, I was slightly affected by the different densities of the clusters, and the reasons were not well
revealed. Therefore, it is not surprising that I performs well
as we take average of its evaluation results for the whole
streaming interval.
The evaluation of D did not result with a very useful
output, since it gives unconditional zero values in most evaluation points (before they are averaged as in Table 1). This
is because the numerator of Equation (6) could be zero when
at least one pair of x and y happens to be equal to each other,
i.e., the distance between x and y is zero. This case rises
when Ci and C j are overlapped and the pair (x, y) is elected
from the overlapped region. Streaming data has high possibility to have overlapped clusters, and so does the input of
this experiment. This drives D to produce zero, making it an
unstable measure in streaming environments.
Similar to the static data case, S, DB, XB, and SD perform bad in the streaming settings. The main reason also lies
in the overlapping of clusters. Overlapping clusters are the
extreme case of subclusters in the experiments of the static
case discussed in [28].

4.2 Sensitivity to common errors of stream clustering
In this section, we perform a more detailed study on the
behaviors of internal measures in streaming environments.
The previous experiment is more or less a general test on
a single data stream, so we use here the internal clustering
indices on a series of elaborately designed experiments which
well reflects the stream clustering scenarios. MOA framework has an interesting tool called ClusterGenerator, which
can produce a found clustering by manipulating ground truth
clusters with a certain error level. It can simulate different
kinds of error types and even combine them to construct
complicated clustering error scenarios. It is very useful since
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we can test the sensitivity of evaluation measures to specific
errors [27].
Evaluating a variation of the ground truth seems a bit awkward in the sense of internal validation since it actually refers
to the predefined result. However, this kind of experiment
is absolutely meaningful, because we can watch reactions
of internal measures to some errors of interest. [27] used
this tool to show the behavior of internal measures, e.g., S,
Sum of Squares (SSQ), and C-index. Although the error types
exploited in [27] are limited, those measures are not of our
interest and already proved to be bad in the previous experiments.
4.2.1 Experimental Settings
Due to the drifting nature of streaming data, certain errors are
common to appear for stream clustering algorithms. These
errors are reflected by a wrong grouping of the drifting
objects. The “correct” grouping of the objects is reflected
in the original data set, where we assume that the real distribution of the objects (and thus the grouping) is previously
known. This already known assignment of the drifting objects
to their correct clusters is called the ground truth. The closer
the output of a clustering algorithm to this ground truth, the
better its quality. The above-mentioned errors are the deviations of the output of clustering algorithms from the ground
truth. A good validation measure should be able to evaluate
the amounts of these errors correctly. In the case of internal
validation measures, this should be possible even without
accessing the ground truth.
To obtain a controlled amount of this error, a simulation
of a stream clustering algorithm is embedded in the MOA
framework [4]. This previous explained simulation, called
ClusterGenerator, allows the user to control the amount of
deviations from the ground truth using different parameters.
The ClusterGenerator has six error types as its parameters,
and they effectively reflect common errors of stream clusterings. “Radius increase” and “Radius decrease” change the
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Fig. 4 Common errors of stream clusterings. A solid circle represents a true cluster, and a dashed circleindicates the corresponding found cluster
(error). The cause of the error is the fast evolution of the stream in the direction of the arrows.

radius of clusters (Fig. 4a, b), which normally happens in the
stream clustering since data points keep fading in and out.
Thus, in Fig. 4a, for instance, the ground truth is represented by the solid line, and the arrows represent the direction
of the evolution of the data in the ground truth where the
cluster is shrinking. The dashed line represents, however, the
output of the simulated clustering algorithm using the ClusterGenerator that suffers from the: “Radius Increase” error.
The same explanation applies to all other errors depicted in
Fig. 4.
“Cluster add” and “Cluster remove” change the number
of found clusters, which are caused by grouping noise points
or falsely detecting meaningful patterns as a noise cloud.
“Cluster join” merges two overlapping clusters as one cluster
(Fig. 4c), which is a crucial error in streaming scenarios.
Finally, “Position offset” changes the cluster position, and
this commonly happens due to the movement of clusters in
data streams (Fig. 4d).
We perform the experiments on all the above error types.
We increase the level of one error at a time and evaluate its
output with CH, I and S_Dbw, which performed well in the
previous experiment. For the input stream, we use the same
stream settings as in Sect. 4.2.1.
4.2.2 Results
In Fig. 5, the evaluation values are plotted on the y-axis
according to the corresponding error level on the x-axis.
From Fig. 5a, we can see that CH value decreases as the
level of “Radius increase”, “Cluster add”, “Cluster join”,
and “Position offset” errors increases. CH correctly and constantly penalizes the four errors, since smaller CH value
corresponds to worse clustering. However, it shows completely reversed curves in “Radius decrease” and “Cluster
remove” errors. The reason for wrong rewarding of the
“Radius decrease” error, is that the reduction of the size of
clusters increases their compactness, and thus both CH and
I increase. The “Cluster remove” error detection is a gen-

eral problem for all internal measures as they compare their
clustering result only to its self. Regardless of the “Radius
decrease” and the “Cluster remove” errors, CH has generally the best performance on streaming data compared to the
other measures.
We can see in Fig. 5b that using I results in a misinterpretation of the “Radius decrease” and “Cluster remove” error
situations. The reason for it is similar to that of CH, since
the usage of I results also in adopting the distance between
objects within clusters as the intra-cluster compactness and
the distance between cluster centers as the inter-cluster separation. In addition, using I wrongly favorites the “Position
offset” error instead of penalizing it. If the boundaries of
found clusters are moved besides the truth, they often miss
the data points, which produces a similar situation to “Radius
decrease” which I is vulnerable to.
S_Dbw produces high values when it regards a clustering as a bad result, which is opposite to the previous two
measures. In Fig. 5c, we can see that it correctly penalizes
the three error types “Radius increase”, “Cluster add”, and
“Cluster join”. For “Position offset” error, one can say that
the value is somehow increasing but the curve is actually fluctuating too much. It also fails to penalize “Cluster remove”
correctly.
From these results, we can determine that among the discussed internal evaluation measures, CH is the best internal
evaluation one which can well handle many stream clustering
errors. Even though S_Dbw performs very well on the static data (cf. [28]) and on the streaming data in the previous
experiments (cf. Sect. 4.2.2), we observed that it has weak
capability to capture common errors of stream clustering.

5 Internal evaluation measures of density-based
stream clustering algorithms
In this section, we evaluate the performance of internal stream
clustering measures using a density-based stream clustering
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Fig. 5 Experimental results for each error type. Evaluation values (y-axis) are plotted according to each error level (x-axis). Some error curves
are drawn on a secondary axis due to its range: a “Radius decrease” and “Cluster remove”, b “Radius decrease”, “Cluster remove”, and “Position
offset”.

algorithm, namely DenStream [6]. We will start by experimenting DenStream using external evaluation measures to
get some kind of “ground truth”, then we will compare the
performance of the internal evaluation measures using how
close they are to this ground truth. Similar to the previous section, we use MOA (Massive Online Analysis) [4] framework
for the evaluation. Again we have used the RandomRBFGenerator to create a 10-dimensional dataset of 30,000 objects
forming 5 drifting clusters with different and varying den-
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sities and sizes. For DenStream [6] and MOA, we set the
parameter settings as follows: the evaluation horizon = 1000,
the outlier microcluster controlling threshold: β = 0.15,
the initial number of objects initPoints = 1000, the offline
factor of  compared to the online one = 2, the decaying
factor λ = 0.25, and the processing speed of the evaluation = 100. The parameters which are not mentioned are not
directly related to this experiment and are set to the defaults of
MOA.
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5.1 Deriving the ground truth using external evaluation
measures

Table 2 Evaluation results of external validation on the stream clusterings
μ

Internal evaluation measures do not benefit from the ground
truth information provided in the form of cluster label in
our dataset. This was not a problem in the case of the kmeans-based algorithm CluStream [1] discussed in Sect. 4.1,
since the optimal parameter setting was simply k = 5 as
we have generated 5 clusters. In the case of the densitybased stream clustering algorithm DenStream [6] this is not
as straightforward. To obtain some kind of ground truth for
a density-based stream clustering algorithm like DenStream,
we used the results from some external evaluation measures
to derive the parameter settings for the best and the worst
clustering results. The following external evaluation measures were used.
The first one is the F1 [3] measure which is a widely
used external evaluation that harmonizes the precision and
the recall of the clustering output.
The other one is the purity measure which is widely used
[2,6,24] to evaluate the quality of a clustering. Intuitively,
the purity can be seen as the pureness of the final clusters
compared to the classes of the ground truth. The average
purity is defined as follows:
N C
purity =

n id
i=1 n i

NC



F1

Purity

Number
of clusters

2

0.06

0.6454

1.00

4.7959

2

0.12

0.6250

0.9999

4.5918

2

0.18

0.5873

0.9095

4.0204

3

0.06

0.6220

1.00

4.6531

3

0.12

0.6139

1.00

4.5714

3

0.18

0.5857

0.9169

4.0816

4

0.06

0.6166

1.00

4.7143

4

0.12

0.6157

1.00

4.6735

4

0.18

0.5741

0.9233

4.1020

The best obtained values for each measure are in bold, the worst ones
are underlined

selected 9 parameter settings, μ = 2 and  = 0.18 results
in the worst clustering output of DenStream over the current
dataset while μ = 2 and  = 0.06 results in the best one.
Figure 6 depicts the external evaluation measures values for
these settings.
Our task now is to get the internal evaluation measure that
shows the highest correlation with this result.

(12)

where N C represents the number of clusters, n id denotes the
number of objects with the dominant class label in cluster Ci
and n i denotes the number of the objects in the cluster Ci .
The third used external evaluation measure is the number of clusters which averages previous numbers of clusters
within the H window. Similarly, the F1 and the purity are
computed over a certain predefined window H from the current time. This is done since the weights of the objects decay
over time. Thus, the number of found clusters could be any
real value, while F1 and purity could be any real value from
0 to 1.
5.1.1 Results
Table 2 contains the mean value of 5 evaluation results which
we obtained in the whole streaming interval when considering the external evaluation measures: F1, purity and the
number of clusters for different settings of the μ and 
parameters of DenStream. The bold values of each column
represent the best value of the index among the outputs of
the used parameter settings. It is the highest value in the case
of F1 and the purity, and the closest value to 5 in the case
of the number of clusters. The worst values in each column
are underlined. It can be seen from Table 2 that among the

5.2 The results of using internal evaluation measures
for density-based stream clustering
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the mean values of 5 evaluation
results using all internal evaluation measures over the previous parameter settings.
These results are summarized in Table 3, where RMSSTD,
RS and  are directly excluded due to the subjective process
of defining the first “elbow” in their monotonically increasing
or decreasing curves (according to [10]). We obtained these
results for the different selected parameter settings, and the
final values are summarized from the measurements in the
whole streaming interval.
Table 3 shows that all the internal evaluation measures
except for SD reach their worst values (underlined values)
exactly at the setting (μ = 2 and  = 0.18). This shows that
the results of those internal measures are inline with those of
the external ones w.r.t. punishing the worst setting.
What is left now is to check which of those measures
reaches its best value at the same setting where the external
evaluation measures are reaching their best values (i.e., μ =
2 and  = 0.06). It can be seen from Table 3 that none of
the internal evaluation measures is reaching the best value
(in bold) at that parameter setting.
We have to calculate now which of those internal evaluation measures has the highest (local) correlation between its
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Fig. 6 External evaluation measures on the y-axis using different parameter settings of DenStream on the x-axis.
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Fig. 7 Performance of the internal evaluation measures: RMSSTD, XB and S_Dbw on the y-axis using different parameter settings of DenStreamon
the x-axis.
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= 0.12

= 0.18
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Fig. 8 Performance of the internal evaluation measures: , D and SD on the y-axis using different parameter settings of DenStream on the x-axis.
i , and the value calculated at the best ground
best value Vbest
truth setting (μ = 2 and  = 0.06), we call this value
Vtri uth .
Let:
9
Vi
i
Vavg
= s=1 s
(13)
9
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be the average of the values taken for each internal measure i
over the each setting s of the 9 considered parameter settings.
Our target is to get out of the 7 winning internal measures in
Table 3, the internal evaluation measure i that achieves:

min i

i
− Vtri uth
Vbest
i
i
Vbest
− Vavg


(14)
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Fig. 9 Performance of the internal evaluation measures: RS and S on the y-axis using different parameter settings of DenStream on the x-axis.
Table 3 Evaluation results of
internal validation on the stream
clusterings

μ



CH

I

D

S

DB

XB

SD

S_Dbw

2

0.06

50911

58.711

4.2364

0.9441

0.1240

0.0032

2.6188

0.0041

2

0.12

54495

65.131

4.2261

0.9436

0.1297

0.0037

2.5212

0.0042

2

0.18

34451

37.131

2.7138

0.8753

0.2859

0.0557

2.3928

0.0749

3

0.06

66717

88.312

4.3258

0.9451

0.1038

0.0021

2.5936

0.0040

3

0.12

65504

84.805

4.4055

0.9447

0.1132

0.0027

2.5111

0.0041

3

0.18

40237

45.474

2.8965

0.8812

0.2640

0.0501

2.4014

0.0708

4

0.06

74205

102.57

4.4786

0.9462

0.0974

0.0019

2.6039

0.0038

4

0.12

72501

100.93

4.5413

0.9469

0.1059

0.0023

2.5455

0.0038

4

0.18

48553

60.397

3.3772

0.8873

0.2368

0.0382

2.3713

0.0648

The best obtained values (not necessarily the maximum or the minimum) are in bold
Table 4 Testing the winning
internal measures (i.e., those
whose worst value in Table 3
matched the worst ground truth)

Internal measure i

CH

I

D

S

DB

XB

S_Dbw

i −V i
Vbest
tr uth
i −V i
Vbest
avg

1.30807

1.41513

0.48392

0.11849

0.40945

0.08125

0.01208

i
The test is aiming to find which i of those has the highest correlation between its best value Vbest
and its
i
value at the best ground truth setting Vtr uth

i
In other words, we are seeking for the measure whose Vbest
i
has the smallest relative deviation from Vtr uth compared to
its deviation from the mean.
It should be noted that the simple tendency check mentioned in Eq. 14 is reliable. For a specific measure i,
minimizing the fraction mentioned in Eq. 14 implies that
the numerator is considerably smaller than the denominator. Thus, the deviation of the measure i from the ground
truth Vtri uth is considerably smaller than the deviation from
its own mean. Thus, we can get some kind of guaranty that
this correlation is strong enough. As we are unable to find
i
= Vtri uth , we perform this
an internal measure i whose Vbest
approximation to find the one with the closest tendency to
i .
make Vtri uth its Vbest
Table 4 shows that S_Dbw has the highest correlation
S_Dbw
value and the ground truth VtrS_Dbw
between its Vbest
uth
−Vtr uth
value. This is because it has the smallest VVbest
value
best −Vavg
highlighted in bold.

This means that the among the tested internal evaluation
measures, S_Dbw has shown the best results when considering the density-based stream clustering algorithm DenStream
[6]. Similar to the static data case, CH, I, D S, DB, and SD
perform bad in the streaming settings. This is different to the
k-means stream clustering case, where CH performed the
best. On the other hand, S_Dbw performed the best which is
similar to the static case results reported in [28]. XB worked
also well.

6 Conclusions and outlook
Evaluating clustering results is very important to the success of clustering tasks. In this article, we discussed the
internal clustering validation scheme in both k-means and
density-based stream clustering scenarios. This is much more
efficient and easier to apply in the absence of any previ-
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ous knowledge about the data than the external validation.
We explained fundamental theories of internal validation
measures and its examples. In the k-means-based case, we
performed a set of clustering validation experiments that
well reflect the properties of streaming environment with five
common clustering aspects at the same time. These aspects
reflect monotonicity, noise, different densities of clusters,
skewness and the existence of subclusters in the underlying
streaming data. The three winners from the first experimental
evaluation were then further evaluated in the second phase
of experiments. The sensitivity of each of those three measures was tested w.r.t. six stream clustering errors. Different
to the results gained in a recent work on static data, our
final experimental results on streaming data showed that
Calinski-Harabasz index (CH) [5] has, in general, the best
performance in k-means-based streaming environments. It is
robust to the combination of the five conventional aspects of
clustering, and also correctly penalizes the common errors
in stream clustering.
In the density-based case, we performed a set of experiments over different parameter settings using the DenStream
[6] algorithm. We used external evaluation measures to
extract some ground truth. We used the ground truth to define
the best, and the worst parameter settings. Then, we tested
which of the internal measures has the highest correlation
with the ground truth. Our results showed that the revised
validity index: S_Dbw [11] shows the best performance under
density-based stream clustering algorithms. This is inline
with the results reported over static data in [28]. Additionally, the Xie-Beni index (XB) [35] has shown also a good
performance.
In the future, we want to test those measures on different categories of advanced stream clustering algorithms like
adaptive hierarchical density-based ones (e.g., HAStream
[15]) or projected/subspace ones (e.g., PreDeConStream [24]
and SubClusTree [14]). Additionally, we want to evaluate the
measures when streams of clusters available in subspaces
[13] are processed by the above algorithms.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecomm
ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
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